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An Analysis of the Translation Procedures in the Opening Scene of
Not Out of Hate in Comparison with Mone Ywei Ma Hu
Toe Su Hlaing
Abstract
Translation criticism is believed to be a step for better translation. This paper aims for
analyzing an extract from Not Out of Hate in comparison with the Myanmar version in
terms of translation criticism. To develop a model for the analysis integrated from text and
discourse oriented approaches, four of the models are briefly surveyed. Then a plan of the
analysis of Not Out of Hate in comparison with Mone Ywei Ma Hu is presented followed
by a detailed comparison of the translation with the original. The conclusion presents the
evaluation of the translation. It is hoped that this paper would be of some use for those who
study translation.

1. Introduction
There are different approaches to translation criticism: Response based Approach, Text
and Discourse Oriented Approach, Functionalistic Approach and Integrated Approach.
Among these, text and discourse oriented approach is used in this analysis so that linguistic
and cultural loss and retention in Not Out of Hate becomes apparent. The following is a short
survey on four of the text and discourse oriented models for translation criticism.
2. A Brief Survey on Text and Discourse Oriented Approaches
Judith Louise Taylor (2009)
Judith Louise Taylor, in his doctoral thesis: The Specificity of Simenon: On Translating
Maigret, uses an integrated approach for analyzing the translations of Maigret. His approach
mostly focuses on the text and discourse. His main chapters consist of
1. Textual Analysis: Contextual and Cultural Issues
2. Textual Analysis: Grammatical and Stylistic Issues
2.1. Pronominal Usage
2.2. Tense
2.3. Verbs
2.4. Sentential Issues
2.5. Illocutionary Particles
2.6. Word Order
2.7. Lexical Compounding
2.8. Word Systems
The Integrated Approach
Both linguistics-based and literary/cultural approaches are necessary to produce an
appropriate translation, as recognised by Mary Snell-Hornby. Snell-Hornby’s volume is
constructed around two fundamental precepts: in the first place, she shows that the
traditional strict categorisation which has marked the sphere of translation for generations
should be abandoned in favour of what she calls a holistic principle; in the second place,
she calls for the rejection of the misconception that translation is simply a matter of
rendering isolated words from one language into another.
The adoption of the linguistics-orientated approach into Snell-Hornby’s theory would
appear to have been facilitated by more temperate linguistics-based thinking, which sees
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translation, not simply as a mere transfer of linguistic meaning, but as an act of
communication that crosses cultural boundaries. [Judith Louise Taylor (2009)]

Peter Newmark (1995)
Peter Newmark, in his book A Textbook of Translation asserts different methods and procedures of
translation by means of which an analysis of a translation can be conducted.

Translation methods
 SL emphasis: Faithful translation, Semantic translation
 TL emphasis: Free translation, Adaptation, Idiomatic translation, Communicative
translation
Translation procedures:
Reduction and expansion, Shifts or transpositions, Literal translation, Transference,
Naturalization, Cultural equivalent, Synonymy, Through-translation, Recognized translation,
Translation label, Functional equivalent, Descriptive equivalent, Modulation, Change of
emphasis, Compensation, Paraphrase, Couplets, triplets, quadruplets, Notes, additions,
glosses, Over-translation, Under-translation
Catford (1965)
Catford defines Translation Shifts as 'departures from formal correspondence in the process
of going from the SL to the TL.' According to him,
Two main types of translation shifts include:
level shifts, where the SL item at one linguistic level (e.g. grammar) has a TL equivalent at
a different level (e.g. lexis), and
category shifts, which are divided into four sub-types:
1. Structure-shifts, which involve a grammatical change between the structure of the ST and
that of the TT;
2. Class-shifts, when a SL item is translated with a TL item which belongs to a different
grammatical class, i.e. a verb may be translated with a noun;
3. Unit-shifts, which involve changes in rank;
4. Intra-system shifts, which occur when 'SL and TL possess systems which approximately
correspond formally as to their constitution, but when translation involves selection of a noncorresponding term in the TL system' (ibid.:80). For instance, when the SL singular becomes
a TL plural.
House (1997)
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Plan of the analysis of Not Out of Hate in comparison with Mone Ywei Ma Hu
 A detailed comparison of the translation with the original
 Context and culture
(SL: author, setting, theme, plot, readership, cultural concepts; TL: translator, date of
publication, place of publication, possible readership, setting, theme, plot, cultural concepts)
 Language
(title, structure: paragraphing, sentence connectives, shifts, metaphors, cultural words,
translationese, proper names, neologisms, ‘untranslatable’ words, ambiguity, level of
language, puns, sound-effect, method and procedures used)
 Evaluation
(assessment of the referential and pragmatic accuracy, semantic deficit, whether it is
inevitable or due to the translator’s deficiencies)
3. Findings and Discussion of the Translation
The Extract in the Source Text

rkef;ír[l
(1)
a0a0onfpl;pdkufíMunhfaeav\/
tdrfay:xyfrSpD;NrifEdkifaom wpfzuftdrfatmufxyf{nfhcef;onf a0a0\rsufpdxJü xl;Ncm;ae avonf/
vlopfrsm;aNymif;vmrS tNyiftqifopfrsm;ESifh aNymif;vJaeonf/
{nfhcef;xJü rD;cdk;a&mifaumfaZmMuD;cif;um qdkzmukvm;xdkifNymrIdif;rIdif;rsm; 0dkif;csxm;onf/ qdkzm
ukvm;xdkifrsm;ab;ü oaNyrSnfha&mifaq;vdyfNymcGufwif ckHedrfhuav;rsm;½dSonf/ zkefrwufapatmif
yGwfokwfay;í ta&mifaNy;aeavonf/
aumfaZmtv,fü½dSaom pm;yGJedrfhuav;rSm av;axmifh½Snfarsmarsm Nzpfonf/ pm;yGJatmufü
aNcaxmufrwyfbJ ysOfNym;wpfcsyfudk tvsm;vdkufaxmifvSJvsuf? tay:ü ysOfNym;wpfcsyf tNym;vdkuf
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cif;wifxm;aomyHko@meftwdkif;Nzpfonf/pm;yGJ\tqif;um;teufa&mifNzpfonf/
vufaNymifaomta&mif rsm;onf teufxJrSzdwfvufae\/
pm;yGJay:ü oydwfvHk;o@mefykykvHk;vHk;aBuGyef;tdk;eDuav; wifxm;onf/ yeftdk;xJwGif NzLqGwf
aeaomu&rufyef;cdkifrsm;xdk;pdkufxm;onf/ yef;cufrsm;rSma0aeum atmufodkUidkufaxmufvsufusae
Muonf/
The Extract in the Target Text
Not Out of Hate
(1)
Way Way stood looking intently at the house next door. From her upstairs window she
could look directly into the front room on the ground floor. It was different from anything she
had ever seen. The house was being prepared for the new tenant’s arrival. She could see that a
smoke-colored carpet had been laid on the floor, and a greyish blue sofa and matching chairs
had been arranged around it. Alongside the sofa and each chair were small low tables holding
ashtrays. The tables were polished to a shine and were the reddish brown color of ripe thabyei
fruit. In the middle of the carpet stood a rectangular coffee table that had no legs but seemed
to be held up by solid piece of wood. Its black, polished surface gleamed with points of light.
On the table sat a red porcelain vase shaped like a monk’s begging bowl filled with a
profusion of small, white kalamat flowers, like lilies of the valley, spraying out from all sides
onto the table.
3.1.Context and culture
Contextual and cultural background plays a very important role in studying the two
passages in comparison. Mone Ywei Ma Hu was first published in 1955 in Myanmar which
was much earlier than the publication of Not Out of Hate which took place in 1991 at Ohio
University. The conditions of the countries and lifestyles of people changed considerably
worldwide during the period between 1955 and 1991.
People tended to do more jobs, and an active busy lifestyle took the place of
comparatively a leisurely one. That can be the reason why the leisurely style of the source
language text with the five small paragraphs are merged into one in the translation. Thus the
incidents and ideas are also merged in a single paragraph, enabling the reader to read faster
and see the things more rapidly.
Moreover, many of the English novels or plays tend to start in the middle of things
happening. Characters come and move quickly and incidents fall incessantly. Compared to
those beginnings, the pace of the beginning of Mone Ywei Ma Hu is rather slow. To fill this
gap, the translation has one paragraph incorporating five small ones of the original.
As the target language culture is different from the source language culture, there is a
misconception concerning Buddhism. When oydwfvHk; is translated as ‘a monk’s begging
bowl’, the honour of Buddhist monks is impaired. Actually, ‘a monk’s bowl’ is enough but
because of the over-translation, monks are supposed to beg for food. According to Oxford
advanced learner’s dictionary, ‘beg’ means ‘to ask somebody for something especially in an
anxious way because you want and need it very much’. Monks do not really beg people but
they accept the offerings of devotees so that they can keep themselves alive and practise
meditation and at the same time the devotees have an opportunity to do a meritorious deed.
The Buddha did not allow a monk to ask anybody for anything unless the devotee is a person
who has offered to donate the monk any requisite at any time.
Apart from the above mentioned misconceptions the main context of the novel, Way
Way being impressed by and engrossed in the new furniture and decoration of the living
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room next door where a supposed ‘British’ businessman and his servants are moving in, and
the description of the living room through the eyes of Way Way, is retained.
3.2. Language
The title
The Myanmar title rkef;ír[l is formal written and refined style whereas Not Out of
Hate is not so formal and refined. The language is neutralized. If we translate the translated
title into Myanmar, which is the back translation test, rkef;vdkYr[kwf will take the place of
rkef;ír[l or if the capitalization of O in Out is considered, the title will be rkef;vdkYr[kwf&ygbl;
or something like that, but not rkef;ír[l. The use of ‘Out’ in the capital letter has a special
emphasis and the meaning is easily understandable for the target language readership. Not
Out of Hate shows that the major characters do not have any hatred for each other though the
effect is the reverse of what they intend.
Structure
As presented above, the paragraphs in the original are merged and so are some of the
sentences. ‘aumfaZmtv,fü½dSaom pm;yGJedrfhuav;rSm av;axmifh½Snfarsmarsm Nzpfonf/ pm;yGJ

atmufü aNcaxmufrwyfbJ ysOfNym;wpfcsyfudk tvsm;vdkufaxmifvSJvsuf? tay:ü ysOfNym;wpfcsyf
tNym;vdkuf cif;wifxm;aom yHko@meftwdkif;Nzpfonf/’ become ‘In the middle of the carpet
stood a rectangular coffee table that had no legs but seemed to be held up by solid piece of
wood.’ and ‘pm;yGJ\tqif;um; teufa&mifNzpfonf/ vufaNymifaomta&mifrsm;onf teufxJrS
zdwfvufae\/} becomes ‘Its black, polished surface gleamed with points of light. And

]pm;yGJay:ü oydwfvHk;o@mefykykvHk;vHk;aBuGyef;tdk;eDuav; wifxm;onf/ yeftdk;xJwGif NzLqGwfaeaom
u&rufyef;cdkifrsm; xdk;pdkufxm;onf/ yef;cufrsm;rSma0aeum atmufodkUidkufaxmufvsuf usae
Muonf/} become ‘On the table sat a red porcelain vase shaped like a monk’s begging bowl
filled with a profusion of small, white kalamat flowers, like lilies of the valley, spraying out
from all sides onto the table.’
It is convenient to merge the sentences in English because English has the advantage
of joining clauses with relative pronouns and modifiers in the form of past participle or
present participle verbs, without causing any confusion or ambiguity. The remaining
sentences are maintained in the translation.
The structure of the sentences is also changed. pl;pdkufíBunfhaeav\becomes ‘stood
looking intently at the house next door’, because ‘look…at’ must be followed by an object
although it can be translated simply as ‘looking intently’. The addition of the posture of Way
Way with the word ‘stood’ and the object ‘the house next door’ makes the scene more
concrete. The verb phrase vlopfrsm;aNymif;vm is shifted into a noun phrase in ‘new tenant’s
arrival’ and the meaning of the noun yHko@mef in yHko@meftwdkif;Nzpf is expressed in a verb
phrase ‘seemed to be’.
Proper noun and pronouns
The major character’s name a0a0 is spelt in English alphabets as Way Way though
Myanmar people tend to spell a0a0 as Wai Wai in English. Third person pronoun ‘she’
appears three times and the determiner ‘her’ once in the translation whereas in the Myanmar
version there is no such pronouns. The description of the living room next door is
personalized because of the use of the personal pronouns when in the Myanmar version the
sight through Way Way’s eyes appears more objective.
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a0a0\rsufpdxJwGifxl;Ncm;ae becomes ‘was different from anything she had ever seen’.
Way Way’s eyes are focused in the source text while the thing she sees is focussed in the
translation. In aNcaxmufrwyfbJ, the sense of the agent in included: there must be someone
who fixed the legs. In the translation, however, ‘that had no leg’ lacks the sense of an agent
who fixed the legs. In this way the word rwyf is neutralized so that the meaning becomes
clearer for the target language readers. A change in emphasis can be seen in ‘Its black,
polished surface gleamed with points of light’ where the surface of the table is emphasized
and its source language text pm;yGJ\tqif;um;teufa&mifNzpfonf/ vufaNymifaomta&mifrsm;onf
teufxJrSzdwfvufaeonf/ where the colour of the table is emphasized. The subtle description
of the colour ‘black’ and glittering lights becomes more concrete and visible with the addition
of the surface of the table which is polished.
When ‘pl;pdkufíBunfhaeav’ is translated as ‘stood looking intently at the house next door’,
the posture of standing is added to the original, enabling the reader to see Way Way more
vividly in their mind eye. qdkzmukvm;xdkifNymrIdif;rIdif;rsm; is translated as ‘a greyish blue sofa and
matching chairs’ when the Myanmar version
qdkzmukvm;xdkif, which is a compound
noun, just means sofa.
Phrases
‘(yef;cufrsm;rSm)a0aeum atmufodkYidkufaxmufvsufusae’ becomes ‘like lilies of the
valley, spraying out from all sides onto the table’, with a simile added so that the target
language reader can see the description more clearly. The simile is an explanation for the
phrase idkufaxmufvsufus in an effective way. In rendering
oydwfvHk;o@mefykykvHk;vHk;
aBuGyef;tdk;eDuav; into ‘red porcelain vase shaped like a monk’s begging bowl’, however, the
descriptive words ‘ykykvHk;vHk;’ and
‘uav;’ are omitted although the original simile is
translated with an extra modifier ‘begging’ which is a misconception. Such under-translation
can also be found in rendering ‘ysOfNym;wpfcsyfudk tvsm;vdkufaxmifvSJvsuf tay:ü ysOfNym;wpfcsyf
tNym;vdkufcif;wif’ into ‘held up by solid piece of wood’ which becomes a different picture
in the translation. On the other hand, in rendering oaNyrSnfha&mif into ‘the reddish brown color
of ripe thabyei fruit’ the Myanmar word ‘thabyei’ is transferred into English spelling as it is
in order for the reader to feel the Myanmar context and some descriptive words ‘reddish
brown color’ are added though ‘purplish’ would be more suitable to describe the color of the
fruit. In rendering ‘NzLqGwfae aomu&rufyef;cdkifrsm;’ into ‘white kalamet flowers’, ‘qGwf’ is
omitted in the translation.
The renderings of atmufxyf into ‘ground floor’, wpfzuftdrf into ‘next door’
pm;yGJedrfhuav; into ‘coffee table’ which means ‘a small low table’ bring equivalent effect in the
target text. In translating aNcaxmufrwyfbJ into ‘that had no leg’, the sense of an agent who
fixed the leg to the table is present in the Myanmar version whereas in the English version,
this sense is not included. rD;cdk;a&mifaumfaZm is translated as ‘smoke-colored carpent’ instead of
‘grey’. This can be due to the translator’s lack of knowledge that rD;cdk;a&mif has the same
meaning as ‘grey’.
The Myanmar clause ‘a0a0\rsufpdxJwGifxl;Ncm;ae’ becomes ‘was different from
anything she had ever seen’. Here the Myanmar notion of emphasising the sense possessed
by a person and the western notion of emphasising the objects which a person sees can be
observed.
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Sound effect
There is a loss of sound effect in translating pm;yGJ\tqif;um;teuf a&mifNzpfonf/
vufaNymifaom ta&mifrsm;onf teufxJrSzdwfvufaeonf/ into ‘Its black, polished surface
gleamed with points of light’. In the source text, /œ/ sounds in euf and vuf repeated twice
each give the reader the idea of glittering colours coming from here and there.
4. Conclusion
In this opening paragraph of Not Out of Hate, the communicative method is used,
enabling the target language readers to understand the facts and see the description vividly in
their mind eye. An attempt to retain the feel of the source language context is clear in the
translation: Different procedures are used to bring equivalent effect of the source language
text. These include modulation, expansion, over-translation, under-translation, descriptive
equivalent, and transference of two Myanmar words ‘thabyei’ ‘kalamret’. Abstract notions
are concretized and objects are personalized. The paragraph is compact. Apart from the two
misconceptions, which are serious though, the main theme of the passage is retained.
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